[Determining a variant of skeletal massiveness and probable type of build in human identification by bone remnants].
A simple algorithm for predicting the somatic type by bone rudiments is developed on the basis of measurements of 70 adult male skeletons by 13 parameters of 4 long tubular bones and the data on Russian populations, residents of middle Russia and Transbaikal territory, with visually evaluated constitution types (n = 360). The procedure consists of 2 stages. At first the massiveness of the skeleton is evaluated: A) gracial; B) stiphroidal; C) theinoidal; and D) massive. For this, a combination of the value and sign of the main components are used, which are obtained using estimation equations for different combinations of 4 long tubular bones of the limbs. Then using a special table reflecting the mutual incidence of both constitutional categories, the most probable somatic type is determined by the variant of the skeleton massiveness. The effect of the type of skeletal system development on the manifestation of other morphological signs was also taken into consideration. Complete description of variants of skeleton massiveness, based on available data, is presented.